Katie Jump Rope highlights the vintage charm of Denyse’s distinctly modern appeal. The collection is also available in precut bundles which include a coordinating selection of Denyse’s Modern Solids.

**Finished Size:**
59 ½” x 59 ½” (152cm x 152cm)

**Fabric Requirements:**
(A) Mums-PWDS113.BROWN ½ yard (0.46m)
(B) Daisy Bouquet-PWDS108.GERAN ½ yard (0.46m)
(C) Diamond Plaid & Dot-PWDS111.GERAN ¾ yard (0.69m)
(D) Daisy Bouquet-PWDS108.SUNFL ½ yard (0.46m)
(E) Ribbon Floral-PWDS107.ORANG ½ yard (0.46m)
(F) Big Dot-PWDS109.GERAN ¼ yard (0.23m)
(G) Leaf Floral-PWDS115.NUGGE 2 ⅓ yards (2.14m)
(H) Atomic Dot-PWDS110.NUGGE ½ yard (0.23m)
(I) Seeds-PWDS114.BROWN ¼ yard (0.23m)
(J) Mist-CSFSESS.MISTX 4 ¾ yards (4.35m)
(K) Autumn-CSFSESS.AUTUM ½ yard (0.46m)
(Backing) Diamond Plaid & Dot-PWDS111.GERAN 4 yards (3.66m)

**Additional Requirements:**
Sewing machine
Rotary cutter/mat/plastic ruler
Iron/pressing board
Basic sewing supplies
68” x 68” (173cm x 173cm) quilt batting
Katie Jump Rope

Cutting:
Note: WOF - Width of Fabric, LOF – Length of fabric

Fabric A, cut: (8) Center Templates
Fabric B, cut: (11) Center Templates
Fabric C, cut: (13) Center Templates
Fabric D, cut: (11) Center Templates
Fabric E, cut: (12) Center Templates
Fabric F, cut: (5) Center Templates
Fabric G, cut: (196) Side templates
Fabric H, cut: (2) Center Templates
Fabric I, cut: (2) Center Templates
Fabric J, cut: (49) Center Templates (256) Side templates

Fabric K, cut: (6) 2 ½” x WOF (6.35cm x WOF)
Backwing Fabric, cut: (2) 68” x WOF (173cm x WOF)

Sewing:
Note: Use a ¼” (0.64cm) seam allowance throughout.

1. Sew (1) Fabric G side piece to each side and to the top and to the bottom of (1) Fabric J center piece to make (1) JG block (Fig. 1). Repeat to make (49) JG blocks total.

2. Repeat Step 1 using (8) Fabric A center pieces and (32) Fabric J side pieces to make (8) JA blocks (Fig. 2).

3. Repeat Step 1 using (11) Fabric B center pieces and (44) Fabric J side pieces to make (11) JB blocks (Fig. 3).

4. Repeat Step 1 using (13) Fabric C center pieces and (52) Fabric J side pieces to make (13) JC blocks (Fig. 4).

5. Repeat Step 1 using (11) Fabric D center pieces and (44) Fabric J side pieces to make (11) JD blocks (Fig. 5).

6. Repeat Step 1 using (12) Fabric E center pieces and (48) Fabric J side pieces to make (12) JE blocks (Fig. 6).

7. Repeat Step 1 using (5) Fabric F center pieces and (20) Fabric J side pieces to make (5) JF blocks (Fig. 7).

8. Repeat Step 1 using (2) Fabric H center pieces and (8) Fabric J side pieces to make (2) JH blocks (Fig. 8).

9. Repeat Step 1 using (2) Fabric I center pieces and (8) Fabric J side pieces to make (2) JI blocks (Fig. 9).
10. Follow Figure 10 and sew the (113) blocks together as shown to make the quilt top.
Assembly:
(Follow Figures 11 & 12 while assembling the quilt.)

11. Square up the quilt top to measure approximately 60” (153cm) square.

Finishing:

12. Layer the backing, batting and quilt top. Quilt or tie as desired.

13. Prepare binding from (6) 2 ½” x WOF (6.35cm x WOF) Fabric K strips. Sew strips together into one long binding strip. Press strip in half lengthwise.

14. Carefully trim backing and batting even with quilt top.

15. Leaving an 8” (20.32cm) tail of binding, sew binding to top of quilt through all layers matching all raw edges. Miter corners. Stop approximately 12” (30.48cm) from where you started. Lay both loose ends of binding flat along quilt edge. Where these two loose ends meet, fold them back on themselves and press to form a crease. Using this crease as your stitching line, sew the two open ends of the binding together right sides together. Trim seam to ¼” (0.64cm) and press open. Finish sewing binding to quilt.

16. Turn binding to back of quilt and blind stitch in place.
Katie Jump Rope

Side Template
Katie Jump Rope

Fabric Key

(A) Mums-PWDS113.BROWN
(B) Daisy Bouquet-PWDS108.GERAN
(C) Diamond Plaid & Dot-PWDS111.GERAN
(D) Daisy Bouquet-PWDS108.SUNFL
(E) Ribbon Floral-PWDS107.ORANG
(F) Big Dot-PWDS109.GERAN
(G) Leaf Floral-PWDS115.NUGGE
(H) Atomic Dot-PWDS110.NUGGE
(I) Seeds-PWDS114.BROWN
(J) Mist-CSFSESS.MISTX
(K) Autumn-CSFSESS.AUTUM
(Backing) Diamond Plaid & Dot-PWDS111.GERAN